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Introduction 

As the size of storage rings proposed and under 
construction increases, the chromaticity reaches values 
which require correction schemes with a new order of 
sophistication involving sextupoles. 

In small storage rings (the 500-MeV Princeton- 
Stanford e--e- rings, VEPP-1, VEEP-2 and ACO), the 
chromaticity was so small that no correction was need- 
ed, although careful study of the behavior of the beam 
in AC0 indicated that a chromaticity correction would 
be useful. In the 1.5-GeV storage ring, ADONE, it was 
discovered that the chromaticity, although still small 
(5 = = -3), caused the so-called head-tail instability 
which limited storable currents to very low values. 
Because there was insufficient space for sextupoles, 
this instability was cured by using a feedback system. 
However, it became clear that chromaticity correction 
with sextupoles would have to be incorporated into the 
design of the next generation of storage rings, es- 
pecially since all storage rings after ADONE used the 
low-B insertion which pushes the chromaticity to high- 
er values (-20 in SPEAR and -100 to -160 in PEP). 
Chromaticity correction to avoid the head-tail insta- 
bility by using sextupoles rather than a feedback 
system is necessary where large chromaticity is en- 
countered since the tune spread caused by the momentum 
spread in the beam would be intolerably large (kO.1 in 
SPEAR and 20.6 to f1.0 in PEP). 

In determining the chromaticity correction in PEP 
it was found, however, that further sophistication of 
the correction was needed over that required for SPEAR. 
In SPEAR only two families of sextupoles are required 
to give the vertical and horizontal chromaticity the 
desired values. While this can be accomplished in 
principle by as few as two sextupoles, in practice, 
the linear beam dynamics would be perturbed too much 
by the strong non-linear fields required. Tracking 
studies for SPEAR have shown that distribution of the 
sextupoles around the ring is necessary to ensure 
stable particle trajectories within the beam-stay-clear 
and apart from that, no further sophistication of the 
sextupole correction was found to be necessary. 

The very large chromaticities encountered in 
storaae rinas like PEP. PETRA and the "Verv Bia 
Storage Rings" pr0duce.a new set of undesipable charac- 
teristics in the beam dynamics which require a more 
complicated means of correction. 

The method of attack used at PEP to solve the 
problem of both satisfactory chromaticity correction 
and stable non-linear motion is discussed in this 
paper. The method consists first of analytically 
determining the effect of the sextupoles on the equi- 
librium orbit xe through second order in 6 = Ap/p and 
the tune variation through both third order in rS and 
second order in the transverse betatron amplitude x6 
and yB. Next the sextupole arrangements are determined 
to minimize these variations. The sextupole arrange- 
ments determined in this manner are then included in 
defining the complete PEP lattice. Using this lattice 
various tracking programs are used to determine the 
dependence of the equilibrium orbit, tune shift, and 

betatron functions upon the particle momentum and the 
stability as a function of betatron amplitude. We 
have included the svnchrotron motion in several of the 
tracking programs and obtain the frequency spectrum 
the particle motion in addition to the usual phase 
space plots. 

Equations of Motion 

It is useful 
F 

o define the "reduced" vartables 
Courant and Snyder I) such that the actual variable 
is denoted by a tilda, i.e., the reduced r80rizontal 
dimension x = '&JB;;. We separate the horizontal 
motion into the sum of the betatron and synchrotron 
motion, 1 = $B + '$3 so that in terms of the reduced 
variables the equations of motion can be written as: 

of 

of 

fj+~;~n = $ (l-6+6'-...) u;~B;' + k(&6'+...,$,B;n 

: 
% (la) -- m (6-62+...) vixf3, n* + . . . 

$3 + u* ox XB = (k-m?',) (6-s' + 63 -...) uix B; x6 

1 (lb) _- 2 m (l-6+6*-...) $x6X 'I+ x2 
8 

j;, + “iy Yg = -(k-m$)(S-S2+...) uiy $ y6 +... (ICI 

Where the derivatives are taken with respect to the 
unperturbed betatron phase, w. andBare the unperturb- 
ed tune and betatron function, p is the bending radius, 
k is the usual focusing parameter equal to the ratio 
of the quadrupole strength to the magentic rigidity, 
and m is the ratio of the field gradient in a sextu- 
pole to the magnetic rigidity. Both k and m are posi- 
tive for horizontally-focusing magnets. 

In storage rings built so far it was sufficient 
to solve these equations to the lowest order of pertu- 
bation on the right-hand side. For the betatron 
motion it was sufficient to consider only the zero-th 
harmonic of (k-m?i)B* which is proportional to the 
chromaticity: Apart from that; the higher harmonics 
which could cause resonances were reduced by distri- 
buting the sextupoles around the ring. 

In order to obtain valid results for the range of 
momenta of interest in PEP it has been necessary to 
solve for n through second order in 6 and to solve for 
the tune shift through third order in 6. To determine 
the tune dependence upon betatron amplitude due to the 
sextupoles requires a large number of harmonies of 
(k-m?-9 and it is necessary to use second order theory. 
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Variation of Eta Function with Momentum 

The solution of Eq. (la) is found by substituting 
into the differential equation: 

n = no+nl 6 + ll, A2 + . . . (2) 

and using a successive approximation technique to 
obtain: 

n= c (Fan+ 6(F cosn+ (3) 
ln-Fon)+G~F2n-FIn+F2n)+...)-- 

n=o vGx-n* 

with Fan, Fin, Fpn the Fourier harmonics of 

(vix!3:/p), (~~~8~8~ [k-?im;4o]) and (voxBx%,[k-4 m:o]), 

respectively. Figure 1 shows the comparison of the 
eta function at the interaction point (@=o) calculated 
by Eq. (3) and with the matrix formalism. 

Variation of Linear Tune with Momentum 

To determine the variation of the linear tune 
with momentum we start with Eqs. (lb) and (Ic) and 
neglect the quadratic terms in x6 and y . The dif- 
ferential equations can be written in t e form: f 

m 

ii + (\I;~ + A, 

where An = and 

with an, bn and cn are 

+u;,B $n%o - k), +v:,B 

~~~~~ (14, - 4, + Go 

+IZ A, cos n@) u = 0 (4a) 
n=l 

+ b,6 2 + cns3 (4b) 

the Fourier harmonics of 

(m%,- m:,+k) and 

- k) respectively for the x 

motion and y motion. We have also made use of the 
fact that the ring is symmetric about the interaction 
region, I#I = 0. 

In order to obtain the expression for the tune 
valid through third order in 6 , it is necessary to 
solve Eq. (4a) through third order in A. We have used 
three methods to obtain the necessary solution. The 
first is the "smooth approximation" which uses a 
successive approximation technique and gives valid 
results in the case where the tune shift is small 
compared to the distance to the half interger reson- 
ance.(2) The other two methods are based on a formal- 
ism developed by Vogt Nielsen which shows that the 
tune is given by:3 

cos 2Trv = g (5) 

where V(e) is a solution of Eq. (4a). The solution 
V(q) is expanded in the base functions Vk($) with 
Vo(o) = cos vo$ and 

vktl ($) = - kjvk(a)A(u) sin ~,(a-$) do (6) 

These expressions are inserted into Eq. (5) to obtain 
successive approximations for the tune variation with 
momentum. The quadratic term in 6 contains double 
integrals, the cubic term triple integrals, etc. One 
of our computer programs, HARMON, is used to find 
sextupole distributions that minimize these integrals 
and is very efficient in finding a correct solution 
once the proper sextupoles are chosen. To help de- 
termine the most efficient sextupoles, a third ap- 
proach was developed. In this approach the perturba- 
tion was developed in Fourier components as in the 
"smooth approximation", Eq. (4b) and inserted into the 

integrals of Eq. (6) to solve for u explicitly. This 
method is straightforward but somewhat tedious. In the 
limit of small tune shift this last method gives the 
same results as the smooth approximation, but has the 
advantage of being valid for the case where the tune 
shift is large enough to shift one into a half integral 
stop band. In Fig. 2 the tune shift with momentum as 
obtained from the smooth approximation is compared to 
the tune shift obtained by matrix multiplication. 

Variation of Tune with Betatron Amplitude 

Because thebetatron phases are the independent 
variables in Eqs. (lb) and (lc) and are different be- 
tween the x and y motion, it is easier to start direct- 
ly from the Hamiltonian: 

,Yf= !?? + k,(f& t @. t ky(& + y(x3-3xy2) (8) 
2 2 2 2 

This Hamiltonian is first transformed into action 
angle variables in such a way as to remove the theta 
dependence in the linear equations of motion and then 
the new coefficients of the non-linear terms are ex- 
panded in a Fourier series. In the usual approxi- 
mation one neglects the rapidly oscillating terms and 
retains only the terms which are either resonant or 
correspond to a tune shift with betatron amplitude. 
All present day storage rings are designed to avoid the 
third order resonances and to first order in the sextu- 
pole strength, m, there is no tune shift with amplitude. 

However, the new generation low-beta storage rings re- 
quire such large sextupole strengths to control the 
chromaticity that it is necessary to consider effects 
which are second order in the sextupole strength. For 
this case one must first transform the cubic terms 
away into higher-order terms before neglecting the 
rapidly oscillating terms. This is a tedious and 
lengthly process and the only result presented here is 
the tune shift with amplitude. 

Av, = G,, "8 + Gxy j;; 

(9) 
AV =G j;2 + G 

i YX 8 YY 4 

where the coefficierts G contain quadratic terms in 
the Fourier harmonics of m(n) weighted by the appro- 
priate powers of the unperturbed betatron functions, 
and Gxy = Gyx. It has been possible to replace the 
sum over the quadratic terms with an integral that is 
more convenient to evaluate. A typical coefficient G,, 
is expressed in integral form below. 

C 52 
1 r, =-- 

xx 64n JJ ds,ds28:(Z(s,)e:h(s1)m(s,)m(sz) . 

(10) 0 0 

I cos 3 q, (Sl, s*) 
+ 3 

cos 6, (s1,s2) 

sin 3 7rvx sin roux I 

where t#,(Sl S2) = Vx 
3 

f I, - @~(~2) 1 
In Fig 3weshow atypical spectrum for non-linear 

hetatron motion as obtained from a trackina oroqram 
which includes the synchrotron motion. The 'tune shifts 
as obtained from this program are in good agreement 
with that calculated from Eq. (9). 
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Conclusion Tunes vs Momentum 

The analytic expressions which have been develop- 
ed for calculating the dispersion function through 
second order in 6 and for the tune shifts through 
third order in 6, agree well with the results of the 
matrix multiplication method over the range in 6 of 
interest. 

c- ieriiod PImu 
%n c L A 

We also have developed analytic expressions for 
the tune shift with betatron amplitude which agree 
well with the results from the tracking programs and 
can be used to determine for which amplitudes the tune 
will be shifted to a resonance. With the aid of our 
computer programs we first determine the sextupole 
families that minimize the tune and dispersion vari- 
ations using these analytic expressions. Then parti- 
cles are tracked around the ring with this sextupole 
distribution to determine stability of the betatron 
motion. A phase space diagram for a typical PEP con- 
figuration is shown in Fig. 4. 
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